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Introduction
The Design Report has been prepared to support a listed building and 
planning application for the development of Strathnaver Museum.

Strathnaver Museum
Strathnaver Museum is located on the north coast of Sutherland near the 
village of Bettyhill.  The museum is housed in a former ecclesiastical building 
which is B listed and provides a fitting home for the museum which is 
closely tied to the history of the Clearances. 

The museum is run by a dedicated team of volunteers.  The aim of the 
museum is to preserve and promote the history and culture of the 
area through the conservation, interpretation and development of the 
collections.  The museum exhibits follow four broad themes;

The Clearances• 
Highland Life• 
Archaeology• 
Mackay Clan Centre• 

Strathnaver Museum is accredited by Museum Galleries Scotland and 
houses a large collection of important artefacts from the Bronze Age to 
the present day.  In addition to the extensive Clearances collection, the 
museum owns the Bronze Age Chealamy Beaker which was found locally.

Development Proposal
Strathnaver Museum has appointed CH Architecture, supported by 
Oberlanders, WSD Cost Consultants, Fairhurst Structural & Civil Engineers, 
CDMM Building Services Engineers and Calum Maclean Conservation 
Architect to develop Strathnaver Museum as a new heritage hub for north 
Sutherland.

The Project will include the development of a masterplan, restoration of 
the existing building and creation of a new annex.  The annex will house the 
agricultural and fishing exhibits and provide space for a temporary gallery 
to be used for workshops, artists in residence & seminars.  The design 
proposal contained in this document aims to;

Illustrate a masterplan for the museum campus• 
Summarise key alterations which will improve the functionality of the • 
museum particularly in relation to visitor flow and volunteer welfare
Identify refurbishment works which are essential to restore & prevent • 
further decay of the existing building fabric
Include an outline design for the new annex which will provide a • 
temporary exhibition and craft space and enable the larger agricultural 
and fishing exhibits to be relocated from the main gallery.

Design Approach
As a general principle the design proposal will seek to improve the 
visitor experience and staff welfare facilities which are essential to the 
sustainability of the organisation but in doing so will aim to preserve as 
much of the surviving building fabric as possible.
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Location
The site is located behind the dunes of Farr Bay between the village of 
Bettyhill and Farr Bay Inn.  The land slopes down to the Clachan Burn and 
A836 which is the main arterial road through the county.  The majority 
of the land is owned by the Church of Scotland and leased to Highland 
Council who maintain the graveyard.  Strathnaver Museum own the former 
church and are in the process of securing a lease for the site associated 
with the annex.  The Museum is also in the process of taking over the 
cafe and tourist information centre which is located to the south of the 
museum beside the main road.   

Establishing a Museum Campus
Bringing the museum, cafe and tourist information point together under 
one ownership will effectively create a Museum Campus and a noteworthy 
destination on the North Coast 500 route.

The parking area for the museum is located beside the cafe and provides 
access to the museum via a pedestrian path.  A separate carpark, serving 
the graveyard, is located to the north of the site.  Museum volunteers tend 
to use the northern car park to reduce congestion by the main road but 
the condition of the access road which passes the Farr Bay Inn is poor and  
museum visitors are not encouraged to use this route.

There is an established pattern of walking between the cafe and museum 
and it would be entirely within the character of the site to locate a satellite 
building a short walk to the north east of the existing museum to house 
the agricultural & fishing collection.

Site

Key
1. Carpark
2. Path
3. Museum
4. New agricultural annex
5. Cafe & Tourist Information 
6. New signage
7. Grave yard Carpark
8. Graveyard Extension
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The adjacent diagram illustrates the extent of the campus and shows the 
journey from arrival to discovery.  The museum experience begins in the 
car park and extends across the site following a pedestrian route. 

Minimising the Impact on the Existing Environment
It should be noted that the museum masterplan will respect the continued 
use of the graveyard and ensure that access to the graves and the 
agricultural use of the field, through which the access path passes, remains 
unaffected by museum traffic.

Strategic Signage & Wayfinding 
Improved roadside signage is essential to increase the visibility of the 
museum.  On-site signage is also essential to improve navigation across the 
site.  Signage is proposed at key points on the journey.  No other work is 
proposed to the site with the exception of the immediate surroundings to 
the annex.

Given the exposure of the site and the strength of the winds, a robust, 
ground fixed signage system is proposed which takes its inspiration from 
the Farr stone in scale and proportion.  The signs would be fabricated in 
metal and affixed to concrete slabs located below ground level.
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Masterplan Diagram

Key
1. Carpark
2. Path
3. Museum
4. New agricultural annex
5. Cafe & Tourist Information 
6. New signage
7. Grave yard Carpark
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Restoration Works to Existing Building
Restoration Principles
A Condition Report, written by R John Linklater in 2014, identifies that 
whilst the refurbishment of the museum must address poor visitor flow 
& improve the welfare facilities, the main aim of the works should be to 
keep the building fit for purpose, safeguard against decay and improve the 
general fabric of the building.  This approach will be adopted.

Building History
Strathnaver Museum occupies a former church which dates from 1774.  
The building was extensively altered in 1881, when the galleries and end 
bays were removed, and continued to be used as a church until it closed 
in 1940.  In 1976 the community saved the building from dereliction and 
converted it to a museum to acknowledge the extraordinary impact of the 
clearances on the local community.  The original pulpit was preserved and 
is noted as being the location from which the clearance eviction notices 
were served.  The building is Grade B listed.

Input from Conservation Consultant
Given the historic significance of the building, Calum Maclean of 
Maclean Architecture and Conservation, MAAC, has been appointed as 
Conservation Consultant to help guide the restoration of the building.

A separate Conservation Report has been prepared by MAAC, which 
should be read in conjunction with the design proposal.  The report 
assesses the historic significance of the site and building and provides an 
analysis of the exterior and interior elements identifying the key issues 
which need to be addressed in order to prevent further deterioration of 
the fabric.

Summary of Restoration Works
The deteriorating condition of the building needs to be addressed so 
that the longevity of the museum is safe guarded.  It is proposed that 
the restoration works are prioritised and carried out in parallel with the 
alterations to the building which are fundamental to improve the visitor 
experience and the general sustainability of the museum.  A summary of 
the key restoration works has been listed below;

Roof
Repair skews & parapets• 
Rehang slipped slates, • 
Replace rotten sarking boards• 
Replace and repair cast iron rainwater goods which are corroded and • 
increase section size to improve catchment of rainwater

Bellcote
Bellcote on east gable to be repaired to stop water penetration• 

External Walls & External Stairs
Remove cement based dry dash harling back to bare stone, rake out • 

Listing Summary: Bettyhill Farr Old Church 
(Former Church Of Scotland Parish Church) And Burial Ground
Category: B,  Date Added: 03/08/1977, Local Authority: Highland
Planning Authority: Highland, Parish: Farr
NGR: NC 71450 62248, Coordinates: 271450, 962248

Description
1774. Interior altered 1882. Tall rectangular church, harled with painted 
ashlar reveals (some rendered). Symmetrical south elevation with 2 long 
centre windows with mulit-pane glazing. Flanking ground floor and gallery 
windows. Single long window, detailed as in south elevation, in centre north 
elevation with flanking ground floor windows; 12-pane glazing; 1st floor 
gallery entrances in east and west gables, reached by forestairs over-sailing 
similar ground floor entrances.
Bellcote at east gable; ball finial at west; slate roof with small triangular vent 
in south.
Interior: imposing hexagonal panelled pulpit dated 1774, with panelled 
backboard and hexagonal sounding board with deeply moulded rim. 
Backboard contained within fluted Corinthian pilasters, with centre round-
headed keystoned blind arch supported on half pilasters; carved baluster to 
stair with end ball finials. Flanking late 19th century oil lamps on decorative 
brass wall brackets.
Burial Ground: rubble walled burial ground with interesting 18th and 19th 
century tombstones.

Statement of Special Interest
No longer in ecclesiastical use; serves as Farr Museum. Seating Removed. 
Pulpit initialled and dated: MGM 1774 for Master George Munro. The Rev. 
George Munro graduated at King’s College, Aberdeen (denoted by the 
title Master) and was the Minister of Farr at the time the church was built, 
dying there in 1779. There is a memorial to him in the burial ground. 
Former galleries removed and party walls inserted reducing the size of 
the interior, in 1882. Very fine collection of 17th and 18th century tomb 
stones from church yard housed in church. Cross slab in burial ground is 
Scheduled Ancient Monument No 1889.

and repoint prior to applying new wet dash harling in lime morar with 
limewash finish
Remove external fire escapes which are on sinking foundations• 
Replace external fire escape doors with sash & case windows• 
Reinstate stone reveals around windows and doors• 
Allow for installation of new granite sills where required• 
Fit new ventilation grilles in cast iron to match existing• 
Refurbish existing timber windows• 
Replace existing timber doors• 
Decorate external joinery throughout• 

Internal Finishes
Repoint exposed masonry walls using lime mortar• 
Repair sarking boards by gable ends• 
Insulate attic space throughout and install new plasterboard lining • 
between the main roof joists
Cut out loose damaged plaster in lathe and plaster ceiling over main • 
gallery and re-plaster to match

Maintaining the Character of the Museum
Throughout the design development process, the Museum Volunteers have 
been keen to ensure that the restoration process is one which respectfully 
repairs the existing fabric but does not overly sanitise the building or the 
exhibition.

There is a strong sense that the character of the organisation should 
endure and this has helped to steer some of the decisions related to the 
scope of works.  For example, the existing masonry walls at either gable 
will be picked and pointed where necessary but will not be battened and 
lined which would essentially conceal the character of the masonry and 
effectively iron-out the character of the building.

Improving the Thermal Envelope
The options to improve the thermal envelope of the building are limited as  
there is a desire to minimise change to the internal linings of the building.

There will be no change to the ground floor as disruption to the 
suspended timber floor and the ground bearing slabs should be avoided.
There will be no change to the lath and plaster lining to the main gallery 
and the east and west galleries which are currently exposed masonry will 
be picked and repointed.
The external harling will be removed and replaced with a new lime mortar 
and limewash finish which will considerably reduce the water retention in 
the walls and thus improve the humidity.

The main area which will be thermally improved will be the roof which 
will be insulated and lined below sarking board level.  New electric panel 
heaters will be installed in conjunction with the thermal improvements.
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Alterations to Existing Building
Analysis of Existing Layout
There are a number of fundamental issues which need to be addressed in 
order to improve the visitor experience and provide both the staff and the 
visitors with suitable facilities.  The building users have helped to identify 
and prioritise the key issues;

Congested entrance• 
Poor visitor flow• 
Minimal retail space with limited storage• 
Lack of space for administration and library• 
Building is cold and draughty • 
Impoverished kitchenette facilities• 
Inaccessible toilet• 
Inefficient use of space outside archive room• 
Lack of research room• 
Limited archive storage• 
Crowded exhibition space• 
Lower gallery is dark• 
Mackay Centre is bitterly cold• 

Congested Entrance
The entrance is congested and awkward to use particularly for new 
visitors and those arriving in groups.  There is very little space to meet 
and greet visitors before they enter the main gallery and the building feels 
crowded from the moment of entry.  

Poor Visitor Flow
The opportunity to provide an introduction to the museum is limited by 
lack of space.  At peak times there is a tendency for the hall to become 
overwhelmingly crowded as people arrive and leave at the same time.  At 
present there is no alternative but for visitors to explore the museum and 
then retrace their steps as a circular route is not possible.

Minimal retail space with limited storage
The retail area is limited to the entrance hall and although every 
opportunity is made to display publications and products the limited 
wall space and even more limited storage space means that the museum 
can’t hold much stock.  The volunteers believe that sales could be greatly 
increased if more space were available.

Lack of space for administration and library
The office is the nerve centre of the organisation and is currently bursting 
at the seams.  This is partly due to the lack of a separate research room 
but also because the office is used to store surplus stock for the shop.

Building is cold and draughty 
The building is generally cold and draughty throughout but this is 
particularly noticeable by the entrance door and in the office.

Impoverished kitchenette facilities
The staff welfare area is accessed from the entrance lobby and feels 

disconnected from the rest of the gallery.  Direct access from the 
reception space would transform the usability of this part of the building.  
The kitchenette space is dark, roughly finished and difficult to keep clean 
and rodent free.  It is also surprisingly large by comparison to the other 
spaces.   A more compact and suitable welfare area could be provided.

Inaccessible toilet 
The welfare facilities in the building are inadequate for both the visitors 
and the staff.  The toilet is located on the upper floor and requires visitors 
to access an area of the building generally only used by staff.  No facilities 
are provided on the ground floor.  
  
Lack of research room & Inefficient use of space by archive
The first floor landing provides access to the toilet and to the attic stair 
and archive room.  The orientation of the stair requires a considerable 
amount of floor space to be dedicated to circulation which, through time, 
has become an overflow storage area.  There is no dedicated research 
space.  At present a table and chairs are located in the archive room but a 
dedicated space, possibly accommodating the files and research material 
which is overflowing in the office, would be invaluable.

Limited archive storage
The archive is an essential feature in the museum and any opportunity to 
increase the capacity is valuable.  The museum volunteers have asked if 
the platform over the archive, which is independent from the attic space 
above the main gallery, could be used for occasional storage accessed via a 
ramsay ladder. 

Crowded exhibition space
The main gallery is an Aladdin’s cave of wonderful items and whilst this is 
undoubtedly one of the most endearing characteristics of the museum is 
overcrowded and relocation of some of the larger exhibits, such as the 
cart, to the proposed annex, would help to liberate space.

Lower gallery is dark
The lower gallery ceiling has been left as raw plasterboard which in time 
has discoloured and diminishes the quality of the space.  The exposed 
masonry walls add a quality to the space which should be retained.

Mackay Centre is bitterly cold
The Mackay Centre is considerably colder than all other spaces in the 
building but benefits from dramatic views up to the roof space which 
ideally should be retained.

Summary of Design Approach to Alterations
Rationalisation of the entrance sequence and improvement to the visitor 
flow along with replacement of the welfare facilities and upgrading to 
the thermal envelope and heating, where possible, take priority and are 
essential for the ongoing operation and sustainability of the museum.  

Entrance

Lobby

Retail wall

Retail counter

Staff area

Kitchenette

Kitchenette sink

Stair to toilet

Main gallery

Large exhibits

Pulpit

Steps to lower gallery

Office & Library Archive Mackay Centre
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Existing Ground Floor Layout

Existing Layout
As outlined on the previous page, the building users have identified the 
critical shortcomings of the existing building layout.

The aim of this design proposal is to identify ways in which the problems 
with the existing layout can be improved with minimal impact on the 
majority of the historic fabric.

Given that the fabric of the building does not consistently date from 1770, 
it is helpful to understand which parts of the building post date the original 
construction.  Research indicates that the alterations of 1881 included the 
reduction of the main body of the church.  The galleries were removed 
and the end bays to the east and west were partitioned off through the 
introduction of masonry walls

The adjacent sketch plan illustrates the current layout of the building and 
highlights, in coloured tone, the areas which are believed to be of later 
construction.

The pink tone identifies the two internal masonry partitions which were 
added in 1881.

The yellow tone identifies a timber frame and rubble infill partition which 
is lined with wainscot panelling to the entrance but is exposed to the rear.  
This and the adjacent timber columns are also believed to date from the 
1881 alterations.

The green tone indicates areas which were installed in 1976 when the 
building was converted to a museum.

The main alterations which are proposed for the building generally affect 
areas which are not part of the original construction.

There appears to be good justification to alter these areas particularly as 
the majority of the original fabric will remain untouched.Key

1. Entrance
2. Lobby
3. Hall & Retail Area
4. Office
5. Welfare Area
6. Main Gallery
7. Pulpit
8. Boat/house & Mural
9. Level Change
10. Lower Gallery
11. West Stair to Mackay Centre
12. West door

1.2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

1881

1881

1976
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Existing First Floor Layout

Existing Layout
A similar analysis has been carried out on the upper floor and the 
construction which post dates 1770 has been highlighted on the adjacent 
plan.

As identified in the analysis of the existing building, the space on the upper 
floor of the east wing is poorly used.  The stair arrives at the furthest most 
point from the archive doors and floor area is lost to the attic and dark 
room stair.

The ceiling over the first floor does not extend across the full area which 
means that any potential thermal properties associated with the structure 
are lost to the volume of the roof space.

The archive does not take full advantage of the floor space and the lobby 
area has become an overflow storage zone.

The dark room at the upper level appears to be redundant.  The stair to 
the attic space is steep and not particularly safe.  It should be pointed out 
that in the present arrangement, should anyone step on to the upper attic 
there is a danger of falling between the joists.  A fall from this height would 
be life threatening and access should be immediately suspended.  

Thought needs to be given to the use of the upper attic.  Although space 
is at a premium, the structure across the main gallery is not suitable for 
storage and vibrations are causing the lath and plaster to deteriorate.  It 
would therefore be advisable to cease use of this upper area.

The platform above the archive space is of later construction and, with 
modification, could be altered and floored to be load bearing for future 
storage.  It is proposed that access to this area, which would be infrequent, 
would be by means of a ramsay ladder within the archive space.  This will 
ensure that access is restricted to those who have been inducted in the 
use of the ladder.

The Mackay Centre, in the west wing, makes better use of the available 
floor space but is currently isolated from the rest of the museum and 
suffers from extreme cold given the vast, uninsulated, roof space above.  
Not withstanding the cold, it is worth pointing out that the views of the 
roof space offer a valuable insight into the construction of the building and 
would be worth maintaining.

Key

1. East Stair (Staff)
2. WC
3. Archive
4. Stair to attic 
5. Dark room over
6. West Stair (Public)
7. Mackay Centre
8. Mineral Collection

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

6.

8.

1881

1881

1976
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Proposed Ground Floor Layout

Proposed Layout
Rationalisation of the entrance sequence and improvement to the visitor 
flow, along with replacement of the welfare facilities and upgrading to the 
thermal envelope and heating, have been identified as the key objectives of 
the alterations.

The congested entrance and poor visitor flow can be improved by opening 
up the north wall of the entrance hall.  This will enlarge the arrival space 
and create a more coherent and usable introduction area.  

With some adjustment to the structure of the first floor, the timber 
columns will be removed and the north wall of the entrance hall opened 
up to create a continuous space.

The stair will be turned around so that it will start in front of the window 
which will ease visitor flow.  It will also improve the layout at the first floor.

Relocating the toilet to the ground floor and providing a unisex disabled 
WC will mean that access to the toilet will be unrestricted.  

A simple, compact tea point, contained within a cupboard, will provide 
adequate facilities for welfare and cleaning.  Fire rated doors will be 
provided to this area so that the entrance hall may function as a protected 
lobby.

The vestibule will be retained and the front door will be replaced with one 
which latches and closes tightly so as to control and reduce drafts.

The office will remain secure and separate but will be reorganised so 
that a genealogy study area can be accommodated.  The remainder of the 
entrance space will be dedicated to interpretation panels and retail.  

The open floor area will create a welcome gathering place and will 
establish a more generous and comfortable moment of arrival at the 
entrance to the museum.

The main hall will be largely untouched with the exception of new lighting 
which would greatly improve the presentation of the exhibits.  A new 
bridge link will also be introduced and will be described on the following 
page.

The lower gallery will also be improved through the provision of improved 
lighting.   A new ceiling will be installed and the masonry walls picked and 
re-pointed.   The windows may be uncovered and high density, manual 
blinds added to ensure light levels are controlled.  

Note that a new protected lobby may be required around the existing stair 
to facilitate compliant means of escape from the upper floor.  This has been 
included in the proposed plans.

 

1.2.3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

retail area

library

genealogy

Plan showing 
visitor flow

Key
1. Entrance
2. Lobby
3. Hall & Retail Area
4. Office - Glazed screen with artwork
5. Welfare Area
6. Main Gallery
7. Pulpit
8. Boat/house & Mural
9. Level Change
10. Lower Gallery
11. West Stair to Mackay Centre
12. West door

11.

12.

Till
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Proposed Layout 
Following the principle of improving visitor flow, a new bridge link is 
proposed at the first floor between the west and east wings.  Constructed 
in steel and glass, to be as visually transparent as possible, the new bridge 
will enable a circular route to be taken through the museum which will 
transform the visitor experience.   Entrance and exit will be via the east 
door enabling staffing to be focused at the reception during quieter 
periods.  Secondary means of escape will be via the west door & stair.

The impact of this intervention in the historic fabric would be justified by 
the benefits brought about by the improvement to visitor flow and the 
ability to experience the pulpit from an elevated position which would 
have been possible from the original galleries prior to the 1881 alterations.

A further benefit is that the inclusion of the bridge link will allow a second 
route of escape from each of the upper areas and may make it possible to 
remove the external stairs which were introduced in the 1970’s.  Given 
that the stairs are currently subsiding and damaging the masonry walls by 
allowing water ingress around the cracked harling, it would be beneficial 
to remove them completely.  The upper doors could be replaced with 
windows which would let light into the gables.  The entrance hall at ground 
floor would become the protected lobby for the stair with direct egress to 
outside.  The main gallery would remain separated by a fire door at both 
floors.  This arrangement is to be checked with building control.

The Mackay Centre in the west wing will remain largely as it is just now 
with the exception of an opening for the bridge link.  The vaulted ceiling 
over the Mackay Centre provides a breath-taking insight into the elegant 
construction of the building and this will be retained and enhanced 
through better lighting.  To improve the thermal properties of the space, 
the attic will be fully insulated below sarking level as recommended by the 
conservation consultant.  To conceal the insulation the surface between 
the main rafters could be plasterboarded and painted white allowing the 
joinery of the roof to be made more visible.  The masonry walls could be 
improved by picking and pointing the internal face which would remove 
the cement based mortar.  It may be necessary to contain the stair within a 
protected lobby.  This has been shown in the proposed drawings.

As part of the works to the east wing, the archive will be increased in size 
and a small research room will be created.  The corridor in between, which 
will benefit from a new glazed opening at the east end, will be used as a 
final exhibition area before visitors descend back to the lobby.  

With regards to the upper attic area, it is evident that the current informal 
use of the space over the main gallery is causing vibrations which are 
affecting the lath and plaster.  It is therefore proposed that access to this 
area is suspended.  As an alternative overflow storage area, the timber 
platform over the archive room will be extended across the full extent 
of the east area and access will be facilitated from within the archive by 
means of a ramsay ladder.  

Key

1. East Stair
2. Research Room
3. Enlarged Archive
4. Ramsay ladder to attic above
5. Linear gallery
6. West Stair
7. Mackay Centre
8. Mineral Collection
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6.
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Access Statement
Access Statement
Accessibility within the existing museum is currently limited and it is hoped 
that the proposed works will be able to improve this.
It should be noted, however, that the museum is located approximately 
150-200m from the car park and may be reached by footpath only.  The 
footpath bridges a river, crosses a livestock field and passes through a grave 
yard following an incline of considerably more than 1 in 12 for the majority 
of its length.  None of these factors can be changed which means that 
whilst accessibility can be improved, there are pre-described conditions 
which are fundamentally limiting.
Where accessibility can be improved this will be given a priority but equal 
access to all aspects of the facility cannot be achieved.

Level Threshold
The step at the entrance door will be addressed and a level plat will be 
formed to eliminate this obstacle.

WC provision
A single wc is currently located on the upper floor making it inaccessible 
to those who cannot manage stairs.  A fundamental aspect of the project 
will be to rearrange the entrance area to relocate a single, disabled, unisex 
toilet on the ground floor.  Footfall is not likely to attract more than 20 
visitors at any one time making viable to provide a single facility.

It should also be noted that if the museum campus is developed, there will 
be access to toilet facilities at the cafe beside the car park and also in the 
new annex.

Maneuverability through entrance and main gallery
The entrance is currently congested and difficult to move through 
regardless of being able-bodied or not.  The intention is to open up the 
entrance and interpretation area prior to entering the main gallery so 
that visitors have more space.  It is hoped that the removal of some of the 
existing fabric in this area is considered a reasonable sacrifice in order to 
improve visitor flow

Access within the main gallery
It is anticipated that the removal of some of the larger agricultural items 
to the annex gallery will free up floor space within the main gallery so that 
visitors can move more freely.

Access to the lower gallery
The lower gallery is currently 410mm lower than the main gallery as a 
result of modifications made prior to the building becoming a gallery.  
There are three steps between the main and lower gallery.  Raising the 
floor level was considered but eliminated due to the compressed floor to 
ceiling height.  Installing a ramp was also considered but the length of the 
ramp required to drop 410mm at a pitch of 1 in 20 would be 8.2m plus the 
length of necessary landings.  This is greater than the length of the gallery  

itself  which makes it impractical.  A platform lift was also considered 
but there is insufficient space to accommodate a lift to the north of the 
existing ground floor opening and making additional openings in the wall is 
structurally undesirable.   The cost of the lift was a deterrent but ultimately 
space constraints make it un-viable.

It is therefore proposed that the museum maintain the current access 
strategy which is to use the external path around the building to gain 
access to the lower gallery by way of the west gable door.  The door 
threshold here will be made level.

Access to the Mackay Centre
The Mackay Centre occupies 36m2 in the upper floor and is currently 
reached by a stair.  The installation of a platform lift was investigated but 
as summarised above, the lack of available space and the impact of the 
structure on the existing building fabric prevent this option from being 
pursued.

The Museum currently operates a management strategy whereby a 
video record is maintained of the upper floor and artefacts, which are 
handleable, are brought downstairs on request.  This system has been 
successfully implemented for the past forty years.  As a further measure to 
improve accessibility, the museum plan to include a genealogy service so 
that visitors to the Mackay Centre can track their ancestry.  This will be 
implemented as a desk top service located in the administration area on 
the ground floor and will effectively make the core facility of the Mackay 
Centre accessible to all.

Access to the attic
Although access to the attic has previously been seen as a way of profiting 
from the volume of the building envelope it is evident that movement 
at this level is disturbing the original building fabric and whilst it may be 
possible to strengthen the structure, it is recommended that access to the 
area is suspended and limited to maintenance access only.  This will enable 
the upper stair to be removed thus liberating floor space at the first floor.  
Maintenance access will be maintained to the platform over the archive 
area by means of a ramsay ladder located within the archive room.

Summary
In summary, it is not going to be possible to make the building equally 
accessible through.  It is therefore proposed that efforts are concentrated 
on improving physical, visual and intellectual accessibility to the main 
gallery and entrance area.  Alternative management strategies will continue 
to be used to assist access to the areas which are not on the primary level.
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New Annex
The adjacent sketches illustrate the preferred proposal for the agricultural 
and fishing annex. 

The site identified for the new annex, to the north east of the graveyard.  
sits between two listed buildings; the Strathnaver Museum and the Far 
Bay Inn.  The proposal must therefore take cognisance of its setting and 
context.

The brief is to form a simple shed however the prominence of the site and 
the desire for the museum to be recognised as an exemplary volunteer 
run organisation demand that it is delivered to the highest standard and 
provides a sustainable facility which could help generate future revenue.

A monopitch form has been chosen so that the building can take advantage 
of the south facing aspect and appear to be built into the slope.  It makes 
no attempt to replicate the museum building and, instead, complements it 
through its simple form.  

The entrance is recessed so that it is sheltered from the prevailing winds.  
Openings are minimal and a single large picture window is provided.  The 
first bay of the building would provide temporary exhibition space which, 
at times, could be used by an artist or craftsman in residence or for 
crafting workshops.  It could also be considered as a lettable space for 
future revenue.  The second and third bays could contain the permanent 
exhibits including the cart, boat and threshing machines

Basic sanitary facilities have been incorporated so that the building can be 
used in a variety of ways.  A small protected external area could be created 
between the boundary wall and the new building which could be used to 
display a few of the more hardy exhibits that are better suited to being 
viewed in an external environment.

A green roof could be considered
to further embed the building
into the landscape.  

Key
1. Sheltered Entrance
2. Temporary gallery with moveable partition
3. Kitchenette
4. WC
5. Gallery
6. External forecourt

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Archeology
As outlined in the Conservation Report, the site has been the setting for 
a church for many centuries.  The church is recorded on all of the earliest 
maps dating back to the 16th Century with the site referred to as Farr 
Kirk.  The earliest written record of a church on this site dates from 
1223.  There are several chapel sites within Strathnaver that are known to 
date from an earlier period, notably that chapel at Skaill dedicated to St 
Maelrubha that dates from 722 AD.

The area of Farr has been an area of importance since early Christian 
period.  There is early monastic settlement on Eilean Neave at nearby 
Skerray that dates from the time of St Columba.  The earlier church was 
reputedly known as St Columba’s Church, which is likely be a reference to 
this site.

Given the historic activity associated with the site, an Archeologist will 
need to be appointed to carry out a desk top study of the site proposed 
for the new annex and will attend site to witness excavations.  

A watching brief will be implemented throughout the works to address 
any potential finds on site.

Drainage Impact Assessment
The works to the existing building will not have an effect on the drainage 
on site.  The construction of the new annex will, however, need to be 
considered.  Initial studies indicate that the proposed site is not liable to 
flooding.  There is evidence that the Clachan Burn does, from time to time, 
flood, however this is outwith the proposed development site and will not 
impact on the development of the new annex.

The limited available space for the new annex and the requirement to 
include a kitchenette and toilet will require the introduction of a septic 
tank and soakaway.  It is likely that both the septic tank and soakaway 
will need to be located outwith the site boundary and a wayleave is 
currently being investigated from the owner and occupant of the adjacent 
agricultural field.
A Drainage Impact Assessment will be included as part of the later detailed 
design development.
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information.  All dimensions to be checked on site prior to commencement of any works, and/or preparation of any 
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Appendix A: Photographic Summary of Existing Building Fabric

Main Entrance Door (East)

Window 1Window 2Window 3Window 4

Window 9 Window 8

Window 5Window 6Window 7

West Door (Possible new exit to annex)

Upper East Door

Upper West Door

Ball Fillial

Bell enclosure

Skew abutment

East Stair Structural Crack

Window joinery & putty

Below Floor Vent

Window Cill and Harling

Rusted rones and downpipes

Skew Corbel

Roof  Vent

East Elevation

West Elevation

South Elevation

North Elevation

The conservation report identifies the key aspects of the building fabric 
which need to be addressed as part of the restoration works.  

The adjacent photos catalogue the existing doors and windows and 
identify some of the more prominent problems with the cement based dry 
dash harling.  

The photos indicate the neglect to the joinery and rainwater goods which 
need considerable restoration and, in some places, full replacement.

The restoration works have been scheduled in the Conservation Report 
which should be read in conjunction with this document.

East Elevation

West Elevation

South Elevation

North Elevation
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Appendix B: Museum Collection
The museum collection broadly focuses on four main themes;

The Clearances• 
Highland Life• 
Archaeology• 
Mackay Clan Centre• 

One of the objectives of the project is to relocate the larger agricultural 
and fishing exhibits to the new annex which will free up space within the 
existing building.  

Potential Layout

It is anticipated that a study will be carried out by the museum team to 
identify how the exhibition might be developed in parallel with the building 
restoration. 

As a starting point, the four key themes could be reorganised so that the 
Clearances and Highland Life story is told in the main gallery with the  
Archaeology exhibits located in the lower gallery and the Mackay Centre 
where it currently is on the first floor. 

This drawing to be read in conjunction with all other Architect's drawings, specifications and other Consultants' 
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sizes/dimensions.  Sizes of and dimensions to any service elements are indicative only. See service engineers 
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be removed and replaced 
with sash & case window

Cast iron vents to 
be repaired

Cast iron rainwater 
goods to be replaced.
Gutter to be replaced 
with deep flow profile 
due to area of roof

Joinery to vent to 
be repaired and 
decorated

New mild steel sign to 
be afixed to wall 

Proposed East Elevation
Scale: 1:1002

New level area to 
be formed to 
improve access

Bell filial to be 
repaired and 
repointed 

External Stair and 
door to be removed  
Door ED2 to be 
replaced with sash & 
case window.  Wall to 
be built up prior to 
harling

External Door ED1 to 
be replaced with new 
timber door

Level entrance to be 
created

New external light to 
be fitted
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Existing West Elevation
Scale: 1:1002

New level area to 
be improved to 
assist access

External Stair and 
door to be removed  
Door ED4 to be 
replaced with sash & 
case window.  Wall to 
be built up prior to 
harling

External Door ED3 to 
be replaced with new 
timber door

Level entrance to be 
improved

New external light to 
be fitted above door

Existing North Elevation
Scale: 1:1001
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W5- S&C 

W6- S&C 

W7- S&C 

General Scope of Works

Roof repairs as per 
schedule

Cement dry dash harling 
to be removed and 
replaced with wet dash 
lime harling.

Stone window surrounds 
to be revealed

Windows to be 
reconditionedand 
decorated as per schedule

Rainwater goods to be 
replaced as per schedule

External Stair and 
door to be removed 
and replaced with 
sash & case window

Former wc vent to 
become research 
room air intake

New roof vent to 
be added by soil 
vent for wc extract



Long Section 
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Proposed Long Section
Scale: 1:1001
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W5- S&C 
opened up

W6- S&C 

W7- S&C 

Mackay
Centre

Main
Gallery

WC

New opening  in 1880's  
partitions  to accommodate  
bridge link.  Balustrade  to 
be glass

Suspended  timber  floor with  
caithness  stone  walkways  to 
be maintained

Lathe  and plaster  ceiling
to be retained  & restored

Excavated  floor with 
stone flags and loose  
chippings

Exposed  masonry  with  
whitewash  finish picked  
and repointed

Exposed  
masonry  

Exposed  masonry  
to be picked  and 
repointed

Caithness  
stone floor

Stair and 
balustrade  to be 
re formed

Platform  over 
archive  to be 
extended  and 
insulated

Ceiling  over gallery  
to be cleared  and 
insulated

New 
opening

Roof to be insulated  under  
sarking  boards and lined 
with plasterboard  to be 
taped, jointed  & decorated

new 
protected  
enclosure

new protected  
enclosure  
around  stair

Cross Section D
Main Gallery

Proposed Section D Through Main Gallery
Scale: 1:1002

Attic

Main
Gallery

Roof
Slate fixed to 
275mm wide sarking 
boards (approx) on
120 x 65mm secondary 
rafters at 380-420mm 
centres supported on 
200x200mm purlins 
checked into main rafters
240x165mm main rafters 
forming 5no. trusses.

135x120mm  
braces

150x140mm   
horizontal  tie

W6- S&C W2 & 3 - Fixed 
(installed circa 
1970)

Lathe  and plaster  with 
waistcoat  timber  panelling  
to lower section
to be retained  & restored

Suspended  timber  floor with  
caithness  stone  walkways

Lathe  and plaster  ceiling
to be retained  & restored

1200

21
00

11
00

30
0

21
50

New track  lighting  
using existing  
suspension  points

New track  lighting  
using existing  
suspension  points

2

Section D

1

Section 1
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Cross Section C
Entrance

Proposed Section C Through Entrance
Scale: 1:1003

Attic over
archive
(used  for

occasional
storage)

Archive

Retail Area
Office

Entrance
Lobby

Roof
Slate fixed to 
275mm wide sarking 
boards (approx) on
120 x 65mm secondary 
rafters at 380-420mm 
centres supported on 
200x200mm purlins 
checked into main rafters
240x165mm main rafters 
forming 5no. trusses.

Platform  
extended  and 
insulated

Door changed  to 
s&c timber  
window  with seat

Stair & balustrade  
rebuilt

New 
opening

1200

11
00

Partition  rebuilt  
to increase  size 
of archive .  
Perimeter  
insulated  wall 
lining to be 
extended  to suit

Cross Section B
Main Gallery

Proposed Section B Through Main Gallery
Scale: 1:1002

Main
Gallery

Attic 135x120mm  
braces

150x140mm   
horizontal  tie

240x165mm   
ceiling ties

Lathe  and plaster  with 
waistcoat  timber  panelling  
to lower section
to be retained  & restored

Suspended  timber  floor with  
caithness  stone  walkways  to 
be retained

Lathe  and plaster  ceiling
to be retained  & restored

W6- S&C W2 & 3 - Fixed 
(installed circa 
1970)

Opening  for 
bridge link
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30
0

21
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Cross Section A
Mackay Centre

Proposed Section A Through Mackay Centre
Scale: 1:1001
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Open Roof
Space

Mackay
Centre

Lower
Gallery

New opening  
for bridge  link
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